Working Through the Past and Building a Healthier Future

Think about what you do when you have a bad day and you just aren’t feeling great about life. You may go home, eat your favorite comfort food, watch a movie or TV show, and curl up cozy in bed. As you fall asleep, it is comforting to know that you will wake to a new day with new experiences.

Homelessness has a significant impact on mental health and emotional wellbeing. Studies show that homeless youth are up to six times more likely to experience mental or emotional health challenges than youth who come from more stable, supportive backgrounds. For some, these challenges arose at a very young age and contributed to their homelessness; for others, life on the streets was the catalyst. But for all homeless youth, the very nature of being without a home or having unstable housing exacerbates their mental health issues and makes it hard to seek support that could make their lives—and their emotions—more stable.

Impact of Homelessness and Housing

“When I was in a more severe stage of homelessness, living on the street, it was work basically to keep up with your emotions,” says Steven, an ATC client for two years. “Knowing you don’t have a place to live, a place to wash your hands, no one you can call who will understand what you’re going through. When you put someone in a certain environment, they start to have certain effects from that environment. So really, my job, my living situation, it all ties into how healthy I feel in my current situation. The fact that I’m working now helps me with my emotions and helps me steer myself to what I feel is most important and focus on that.”

DeDe, now 19, was in the foster system until she moved in with her dad when she was 15. “But as soon as the system said, ‘okay, she’s with her father,’ he kicked me out,” she says. “So I’ve been on my own since I was 16.”

DeDe has moved around ever since, sometimes staying with her dad and sometimes with a friend. Now she is living in a shelter, which gives her a feeling of stability for the first time. “I was afraid every time I lived with my dad, because I didn’t know what he was going to do or when,” she says. “Then at the house that I was staying at with my friend, I was just unhappy. It was like an elephant on my shoulders. I felt unwanted. And now where I’m at, in a shelter, to tell you the truth, I’m happy. I’m not in the best place, I’m not where I really want to be, but I feel free. I’m not in nobody else’s house. I don’t have to worry about nobody else coming at me. I’m not worried if I’m going to get kicked out.”

“I don’t want to see things and I don’t want to be depressed. At the same time, I’m kinda scared, because what if my depression and my schizophrenia help me with my creativity, like Van Gogh?”
- Matty, ATC Client

Now imagine that you have no home. You have to search for a place to lie down, and if you’re really lucky, you may find an overhang to keep you dry. You might not have had a decent meal all day. As you try to fall asleep, you just hope to get enough rest and not to be roused by the police, and you know that you will face these same circumstances the next day. How would this make you feel?

Apple, ATC client for 1 year

“Having to sleep in porta-potties and on benches, waking up and it’s raining or waking up and it’s wet, that definitely molds your perception of things,” he says.

Today, Steven lives in supportive housing in the Tenderloin and works as a front desk receptionist for a local supportive housing organization. He enjoys his job, and loves getting to meet a lot of interesting people.

DeDe, now 19, was in the foster system until she moved in with her dad when she was 15. “But as soon as the system said, ‘okay, she’s with her father,’ he kicked me out,” she says. “So I’ve been on my own since I was 16.”

DeDe has moved around ever since, sometimes staying with her dad and sometimes with a friend. Now she is living in a shelter, which gives her a feeling of stability for the first time. “I was afraid every time I lived with my dad, because I didn’t know what he was going to do or when,” she says. “Then at the house that I was staying at with my friend, I was just unhappy. It was like an elephant on my shoulders. I felt unwanted. And now where I’m at, in a shelter, to tell you the truth, I’m happy. I’m not in the best place, I’m not where I really want to be, but I feel free. I’m not in nobody else’s house. I don’t have to worry about nobody else coming at me. I’m not worried if I’m going to get kicked out.”

Apple, ATC client for 1 year

DeDe, ATC client for 5 months
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Fourteen years ago, I was in my first one-to-one meeting with a client named Serina, who I still have the privilege of working with. We’d been working with her for a year on outreach, and I was thrilled that she trusted us enough to want to sit down and talk. We met at a café in the Tenderloin, and she told me all about her life. She talked about her past, discussing some pretty horrible things that had happened in her childhood that involved her mom. She spoke with a piercing intensity and rapid pace; her words were like machine gun fire.

She abruptly stopped herself, and said that she needed to stop talking about her mom. I asked her why, and she said, “Because if I really talk about everything that happened, I will go crazy.” She then paused for a few seconds, and said, “Maybe that’s what I need one day, to let myself go crazy. To let the crazy out.” She was a wise soul at the age of 17.

I walked away from that meeting thinking about my mom, and feeling grateful. My mom is an amazing, strong, brilliant, compassionate person who radiates love and integrity. She went through a really hard period while I was in high school, when a major life event triggered her memories of early childhood trauma, and during that time, she found it difficult to leave her bed, let alone the house. She had a nice warm bed and a beautiful house and a kitchen full of food. She had professional support. She had the freedom to collapse, and I’m so glad she had it, because it is exactly what she needed.

One of the hardest things about being homeless is that you have no safety net, and you don’t have the luxury of letting yourself go emotionally without having to be functional. You have to survive, make money, avoid danger and arrest, and find a place to sleep every day. You don’t have the ability to take a break from day-to-day life to deal with deeper mental health or emotional issues. But if you don’t find a way to let out your hurt sometimes, it may overwhelm you.

Nine years ago, I was meeting with Serina at our office. By this time, she had found a comfort zone with us. As she had so presciently said five years earlier, she needed to let out the crazy, and felt like she could do so around us. Sometimes this meant crying with a passion that hinted at the depth of her hurt. This day, it meant screaming at the top of her lungs and releasing her anger. Shawn Garety, our awesome current Program Manager, had just started as a counselor. Shawn came rushing into the room where Serina and I were meeting to make sure everything was okay, as she should have. I assured her it was. Serina then remarked, “Yes, Shawn, everything is okay. You can go.” She laughed, and then went back to some good cathartic screaming.

Our job was to help her find ways to let out the crazy in pieces that were big enough to provide release, but not so big that they would overwhelm her. One of the many hard things about experiencing a lot of trauma is that it makes your emotions like water in a fire hydrant. Either they are gushing, or they are completely blocked off. What we try to do with our clients is to help them build a faucet for their emotions, so they can control how much comes out based on their mood. Some days they may only be able to deal with a drip of emotion, whereas other days they want to let out a strong flow.

We don’t have any magic tricks. We can’t undo what has been done to our clients. We can’t wipe away the trauma. We can’t make their lives perfect. But it is not our job to make our clients feel good; it is our job to make them feel okay with however they are feeling. We bear witness to their pain. We share in their joy. Sometimes, the best we can give them is a hug and a safe place to have a good cry. Fortunately, a lot of the time, that is a good start.

Electronic copies of previous newsletters are available to view at www.atthecrossroads.org/newsletters
Mission Statement
At The Crossroads reaches out to homeless youth and young adults at their point of need, and works with them to build healthy and fulfilling lives.

Core Values
- Prioritizing meeting the needs of our clients first
- Making services as accessible as possible
- Supporting empowerment
- Respecting individuality

What We Do: The Basics
Four nights a week, ATC counselors walk the streets of the Downtown/Tenderloin and Mission neighborhoods of San Francisco, handing out basic necessities like food, condoms, and socks, and slowly building counseling relationships with homeless youth.

We work with young people whom others have given up on, who would not get help without us.

We meet with clients one-to-one. We listen to them talk about anything they want, with no agenda and no judgment. We help them figure out who they want to be, and how to become that person.

We keep working with clients after they leave the streets. We continue to support them for as long as they want, helping them build outstanding lives, not just lives of subsistence.

We partner with other organizations, connecting our clients with services such as jobs, housing, education, health care, and mental health services.

We support other programs in their efforts to work with homeless youth through dialogue, trainings, and technical assistance.

We work with city government to improve the continuum of support for all disconnected youth in San Francisco.

“ATC is like an arm over your shoulder, like ‘I got you.’”
- DeDe, ATC Client

Get Involved with At The Crossroads

Make a donation to ATC
You’ll experience a happiness and fulfillment that you’ve never known. You’ll want to do it again and again! In all seriousness, the future of At The Crossroads depends on the generosity of individuals who believe in our work. If you value what we do, we need you to show it. Make a credit card donation at www.atthecrossroads.org or make checks payable to “At The Crossroads.”

Watch (and share!) our documentary
Monica Lam’s 15-minute documentary takes you onto the streets and into the world of our clients and our work. You can find it at www.atthecrossroads.org. After you watch it, if you like it, invite your friends over for lunch, cocktails, or dinner to check it out. An ATC staff member can join you to discuss our work. It’s a great way to introduce people to ATC. Email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org and let us know.

Collect unused gift cards
Everyone has a gift certificate (or 20) that is sitting around the house, collecting dust. ATC can put them to good use by giving them to our clients or buying items we need. In case you didn’t know, most gift certificates in California don’t expire. One of our volunteers has already collected thousands of dollars in gift certificates for ATC! And to make it easy, we have an email template you can use to ask friends if they also have gift certificates to donate. Interested? Email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org.

Share our newsletter
Please let others who might be interested in ATC know about our work! If you want us to send people our newsletter, email us their names and addresses, and we’ll send them copies. Email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org.

Be creative
We’re open to hearing your ideas for supporting ATC. If you have any questions, feel free to contact us through email at getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org or phone at 415-487-0691 x101.

Email list
Sign up to receive emails twice a month about volunteer opportunities, organizational updates, and ways to get involved. Send an email to getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org, with the subject heading “Join the ATC email list.”

Volunteer individually
Do you have free time in the afternoon or evening? Come by our office and sort donated clothing, put away food, help with admin needs, or pitch in on a number of other tasks that keep us going. Interested? Email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org.
Jaclyn Grant

Jaclyn Grant is the newest member of the ATC team, starting as the Events and Donor Relations Coordinator in September. She brings nearly a decade of experience working with homeless youth in many different capacities, including everything from volunteering at a shelter to being Associate Director for another Bay Area organization. She received a BA in Sociology from Westmont College, and graduated from UC Berkeley with a Masters in Social Welfare in the management and planning concentration. Jaclyn is originally a SoCal girl, so naturally she has a sunny demeanor and brings smiles and laughter to our office. When she’s not at work, she can be found spending time with her family and friends, hanging out at beaches or lakes, reading nonfiction books about social issues, making exquisite homemade cards, or keeping up with her high-energy, highly curious cat Ambrose.

Welcome to Our New Staff!

April Garcia

April Garcia joined the ATC team as our newest counselor in, yes, April, after being our awesome Development Intern for six months. While in school at San Jose State University, which she graduated from in December 2012, she spent two years working at a homeless youth drop-in center in San Jose. Her specialty was facilitating sexual health groups with young women in Santa Clara County Juvenile Hall twice each month. April is ATC’s resident artist, crafting masterpieces to celebrate staff birthdays or anniversaries. She loves trying new vegetarian recipes, traveling, punk shows, and craft beer and coffee. It is a rare week where she doesn’t say or do something that causes uncontrollable convulsive laughter among her coworkers.

Lauren Johnson

Originally from the Midwest, Lauren Johnson has been in the Bay Area for a little over two years. Before joining ATC as a counselor last January, she had a myriad of counseling-based jobs. Here’s the rundown: crisis lining for a domestic violence organization, interviewing IV drug users for a National HIV Behavioral Health Survey, running young women's empowerment and harm reduction groups, leading kids’ groups on health at the Tom Waddell Health Center Clinic at Hamilton Family Shelter, and being an active member at the Berkeley Needle Exchange Emergency Distribution. Lauren loves vegan cooking, and has been known to share her mouth-watering vegan mac and cheese (we know, it sounds contradictory) with the staff; even the meat-eaters went for seconds! She can commonly be found chasing her rambunctious pitbull pup around the dog park.

Our Weekly Saviors

For the past year, Terry Rillera has been slipping into our office every Wednesday at about 5:30, usually wearing some kind of SF Giants gear. Although she’s very friendly and exchanges a few words with the staff, she spends most of her two hours every week quietly working on incredibly important tasks, like tracking donations and writing thank you notes. She does this work with great attention to detail and efficiency. Terry is just one of the 23 individuals who come by our office every week for at least a couple of hours to pack food boxes, take out our cardboard and recycling, send envelopes to incarcerated clients, put away our food bank delivery, or make birthday cards. These amazing people keep our office functioning, and by taking care of essential duties, they free up about 70 hours a week of staff time, enabling us to meet with hundreds of additional young people every year. They also keep our office chock full o’ interesting, fun, and extremely quirky people. We are so grateful to all of you for giving ATC the gift of your time.
The Mental Health Services Act

What is the MHSA?

The Mental Health Services Act was a ballot initiative passed in 2004. It takes 1% from all personal income over a million dollars in California, and distributes it to counties to improve and expand mental health services. Programs funded by the MHSA focus on people as whole beings, and support them in all areas impacting mental health, not just psychiatric services.

“The core goal is to focus on wellness and recovery for people with mental health challenges,” Marlo Simmons, Director of the San Francisco Mental Health Services Act, says. “The people who crafted the law understood wellness and recovery, and that you have to help someone build their life, and then you can provide the traditional mental health support. There’s been a movement within the mental health world around the idea of people recovering from mental health illness, that it’s not just about medicating and stabilizing symptoms. You help people get a job, a place to live, a date on Saturday night, and their mental illness amazingly is a lot easier to manage. It’s a different model than kind of traditional, clinic-based mental health services.”

How Are MHSA Funds Used?

All programs are developed through a community planning process. While there are some aspects that the law dictates, such as developing programs specifically for transitional aged youth (TAY) and incorporating full-service partnerships, most of it is based on community input. The 2012 Advisory Committee consisted off 13 service providers, 12 consumers, and 7 family members. Once important areas have been identified, the MHSA determines where to spend the money through Requests for Proposals (RFPs) from relevant organizations.

According to Michael Baxter, Director of Primary Care Youth Programs and Director of Family Planning for the San Francisco Department of Public Health, MHSA has helped “really increase collaboration between programs. We have gotten to know each other, so that there really does feel like there’s a greater continuum of services in San Francisco, and it’s a whole lot easier to get what you need now. This funding has really transformed our system.”

Does it Impact ATC’s Clients? Absolutely.

Because TAY are identified as a priority population in San Francisco, there are numerous ways that MHSA funds have affected homeless youth. Here are just a few:

Prevention and Recovery in Early Psychosis Program: MHSA’s PREP program identifies early psychosis and helps create treatment plans before mental health challenges become completely debilitating. It is designed to serve 16- to 30-year-olds, as that is when most signs of early psychosis appear. A study by the National Institute of Mental Health found that 3/4 of mental illnesses begin by age 24.

Housing: The MHSA has helped fund 50 units of housing specifically for TAY, with 6 more that will become available next year. This is housing that provides special support for homeless youth with mental health needs.

TAYSF: MHSA funds the TAYSF website, an online directory of resources and services for youth.

Program Growth: Many organizations have been able to develop a more robust mental health side to their programs with money from MHSA. Programs that didn’t have a strong mental health component are now able to provide services specifically for youth with mental health challenges, and train their staff accordingly.

Money Directed to TAY-Related Programs in San Francisco
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MHSA Fast Facts

- Ballot initiative passed in 2004
- Enacted into law in 2005
- SF budget: approx. $30 million

MHSA Principles:

- Cultural Competence
- Community Collaboration
- Integrated Service Delivery
- Client, Consumer, & Family Involvement
- Wellness and Recovery

Seven Service Categories:

- Recovery-Oriented Treatment Services
- Mental Health Promotion & Early Intervention Services
- Peer-to-Peer Support Services
- Vocational Services
- MHSA Housing Program
- Behavioral Health Workforce Development
- Capital Facilities/Information Technology

Michael Baxter, MSW
Director of Primary Care Youth Programs &
Director of Family Planning
S.F. Department of Public Health

Marlo Simmons, MPH
Director
San Francisco Mental Health Services Act
S.F. Department of Public Health
Building a Healthier Future: Continued

Apple, 20, has been in San Francisco for five years now, and is currently in a housing program for homeless youth with mental health needs. When she was younger, she struggled with being in foster care.

“Being in the foster care system was really difficult, because I felt like I was forced to be there and I was trapped, and there was nobody that I could be close to,” she says. “They have curfews and they require you to do things that I just wasn’t ready to do. That kinda made me withdraw from people emotionally, and physically. I think that definitely negatively impacted me, the way the system was set up and how removed they are from the feelings of the people who have to go through it.”

Those experiences led Apple to crave the freedom of the road. For many youth who have a difficult home life, going to the streets, despite its hardships, can be liberating and can help them feel in control. Apple traveled around the country, never referring to herself as homeless, but instead “home-free,” she says. “I was doing it by choice. I wanted to travel. Obviously, it’s really difficult sometimes to be outside, having nowhere to lay your head, but I felt like it was a way for me to be truly free.”

While she enjoyed the opportunity to go wherever she wanted, Apple says that she appreciates the stability she has now in her current program.

“It’s really nice,” she says. “Although the neighborhood we’re in, the Tenderloin, negatively impacts me in some ways. It’s really stressful to go outside and smell crack smoke and have people harass you and try to sell you drugs. It’s just something that really gets to me every day. But I know that I can look beyond that. Even though that’s the neighborhood I come home to, I can still seek solitude and make it a whole other world in my room. It’s nice to have a home base, especially a place where I can keep my things, like the stuff I appreciate and want to hold on to, and my art supplies, and not having to carry it on me and risk it getting stolen.”

Moving Beyond Day-to-Day Survival

When you live on the streets, day-to-day survival becomes paramount, and it’s hard to focus on emotional or mental health needs. When basic needs get met, there is more space to deal with other issues that can affect how you are feeling.

For Apple, learning more about healthy nutrition made a big difference in how she felt, both physically and mentally. She became so passionate about proper nutrition and natural remedies that she is preparing to go to college to study biology, laying the groundwork for a career in naturopathic medicine.

“I have a drug history and I really wasn’t able to take care of myself,” she says. “I had history with eating disorders. When I found out that you can be your ideal picture of health, you could feel good and you could be beautiful just from being healthy, just nutrition and taking care of your body can be all you need, I was like ‘wow, I can do this.’ Everybody deserves to feel healthy and not feel like they need pills and things like that.”

“Everybody deserves to feel healthy and not feel like they need pills and things like that.”

- Apple, ATC Client

Matty, 23, is in tune with his emotional health, and is able to reflect on his life and recognize how to make positive changes. When he was 19, he was diagnosed with psychogenic non-epileptic seizures, which are caused by stress. He used to have seizures about once a week, but he has recently been able to identify his triggers and, in turn, manage and reduce their frequency.

“Basically, I don’t look it, and I don’t portray it all the time, but I’m mentally and emotionally unhealthy,” he says. “I tend to give myself to a lot of people all the time and go without a lot of things, such as food, money, clothes, and stuff. It’s just part of my character. It’s kind of a fault. But I’m learning to tell people no, and I’m learning not to let everything stress me out anymore. I have realized what my triggers are and it’s mostly people. I’m a really big people-person, and the certain people that have a huge influence on my life, I kind of put them on a pedestal. I realize that was stressing me out, so now I’m just like, ‘you’re back down here, and I’m up here.’ This is how it should be.”

In addition to learning to set boundaries to keep himself emotionally healthy, Matty turns to his creative side as an outlet, and especially loves singing and painting. Recently, he has been considering taking medication for his schizophrenia, but as an artist, he’s concerned that it could interfere with his creativity.

“I don’t want to see things and I don’t want to be depressed,” Matty says about his decision to potentially start medication. “At the same time, I’m kinda scared, because what if my depression and my schizophrenia help me with my creativity, like Van Gogh? He was depressed most of his life. And Edgar Allen Poe. These are the people I emulate and aspire to be. In the sick twisted humor in my head, I think, who am I to better myself, because look what all their depression did for them? Yeah, they were never appreciated while they were alive, but afterward they’re like masterpieces, like the beautiful artists of our generation, of our world, our history.”

Seeking Support From Service Providers

DeDe is powerfully self-motivated. Despite being homeless, she worked multiple jobs, graduated high school, and went to her prom.

“It hurts to feel what I’m feeling everyday, ’cause I really don’t deserve that,” she says. “But I feel like it just makes me want to do better. If you work hard and you believe in yourself more than anybody else believes in you, then it’s going to happen.”

When faced with challenges, DeDe gets perspective by taking a step back and talking herself through things; she also used to write letters to herself. However, because she is fiercely independent, DeDe struggles with opening up to services that may be of support to her, like therapy.

“I used to see a therapist when I was little, but I’m not a real open person,” she says. “You can’t just be like, ‘hey, what’s your name?’ and start talking to me and then think I’m going to start telling you my business. I don’t do that.”

About six months ago, DeDe decided to try therapy again, because she was going through

continued on page 8
Getting Creative to Help Our Clients

There is a gap in mental health services for homeless youth in San Francisco. There are structured programs where they can receive support, but these require a fairly high level of functionality: being able to make appointments, explain feelings and experiences, and actively seek out help. There are crisis outreach teams that help youth through acute crises, like psychotic breaks or suicidal plans. But what of young people whose everyday existences are ones of ongoing crisis, who have a hard time articulating their mental health issues, and whose challenges make it difficult to seek support?

“We don’t get to know problems; we get to know people.”
- Shawn Garety

A significant amount of ATC’s clients fall in this often-overlooked category. They have pretty severe emotional struggles, and getting through each day can be a challenge. Dealing with people can feel overwhelming, and often interactions are dominated by anger or anxiety. We knew we wouldn’t be able to directly capture the voices of these clients for this newsletter because of their discomfort being interviewed, but we also knew talking about them was important. They are near and dear to ATC’s heart, they are exactly who ATC was created to reach, and they deserve a ton of support.

In order to best capture their experience, we asked our counselors to weigh in on the unique ways in which they work with these harder-to-reach youth. Our counselors agreed that severe mental health issues don’t have to present an insurmountable obstacle in helping clients take significant steps forward in life.

“You have to be willing to be creative in how you work,” ATC Counselor Joey Hess says. “You have to really focus on the immediacy of the moment, but also seek out the opportunities where they kind of open up to provide them with longer-term support.”

For some clients, coming into our office can feel suffocating and heighten their frustrations, so we meet with them outside in a location of their choosing. Sometimes clients like to sit on park benches and relax, and other times they feel anxious and want to keep moving throughout their meeting. ATC Program Manager Shawn Garety recalls one time in particular when she repeatedly walked up and down a flight of stairs while filling out a 40-page housing application with a client who struggled with anxiety.

“First we had to find him, and then we had to warn him that this would be a long process,” she says. “He couldn’t stand still and he was getting impatient, so we paced up and down the stairs. He answered questions and I filled everything in as we were walking. And that’s how we helped him get permanently housed.”

A catch-22 for some of our youth is that the same mental health challenges that make it so important to get support and talk about their lives also make it extremely difficult for them to do so. A lot of the time, communication about feelings comes out in the form of frustration and anger. A big part of working with our most disconnected clients is dealing with a lot of anger. Anger often gets young people kicked out of programs, and alienates them from peers. However, given their tumultuous pasts and all of the difficulties that come with being broke and homeless, they have every right to be angry, and letting it out is important.

Rather than punishing youth for letting out their anger, we need to find a safe way for them to get it out. ATC counselors help our clients find ways to let out their aggression safely, rather than options that end up with them in jail or the hospital. Here again, creativity comes in handy.

Joey says he works with one client who has periods of lucidity and other times when he’s almost trapped in his own mind. Sometimes Joey will speak with him about what he’s going through; other times he just sits next to him on the street, sharing space in silence. Showing support without any expectations allows clients to open up when they feel capable, without any pressure to act or speak a certain way. Joey mentions, “No matter where he’s at with his paranoia or the struggles he’s dealing with, he knows that he can talk to us.”

As the relationships develop, clients let counselors into their lives and share with them the things they are most passionate about. Some clients share their artwork, or perform spoken word pieces. One client is an amazing horticulturist, and sends pictures of the plants he has grown. Counselors are excited to learn about clients’ passions, and they are able to have conversations about these personal interests and experiences to help ground clients when they are feeling shaky.

“When you’re in relationships long-term with clients, they can get mad at you and know that that’s okay, and that you’ll still be there no matter what.”
- Lauren Johnson

ATC Counselor Irina Alexander recalls a birthday card that she made for a client that included pictures of all of the things he loves: his favorite band, his favorite book, his favorite author, his favorite artist—all of the different things that had come up in previous meetings.

continued on page 8
Building a Healthier Future: Continued

some major transitions in her life. While she did find it helpful, unfortunately she couldn’t continue because she couldn’t afford it. She finds support in her regular meetings with ATC instead. “ATC is like an arm over your shoulder, like ‘I got you,’” she says. “It’s really helpful and it’s all I need.”

“Pity is the worst feeling that I’ve experienced since I’ve been diagnosed with what I have. I’m tired of it.”  
- Matty, ATC Client

The cost of a good therapist is a common challenge for homeless youth who want that support. Another challenge is the revolving door of service workers and therapists. There is a high rate of staff burnout at many organizations, and for youth who want focused mental health support, the options for free therapy usually consist of graduate students who are inexperienced and in 6-12 month placements. Therefore, youth who have experienced frequent, abrupt, and painful transitions throughout their childhood continue to experience instability when they seek support.

Matty says that most of the providers he had gotten to know either moved or were offered better-paying jobs. “That’s why I don’t reach out too much,” he says, “because every time I connect with somebody, they always leave. With every good relationship in my life, it always happens. So I’m just going to keep everyone this far away from me [motions with hands] so I won’t get hurt.”

Matty meets with ATC counselors regularly, and has a good relationship with all of the counselors. He says that working with ATC helped him feel comfortable opening up.

Getting Creative: Continued

“Before ATC, I was having a really hard time in therapy,” he says. “I never really liked therapy, but because they’re not therapists, I was okay with talking to the counselors. ATC helped me realize that it’s okay to talk, and if I feel like I’m not being heard, even if I don’t want confrontation, to just bring it up.”

Seeking Support From Family and Peers

Some youth, like Steven, prefer other options for support. Although he enjoys working with ATC, Steven says a “lack of faith” prevented him from following through with appointments with other service providers. He found what he was looking for in his personal network.

“I did question my mental and emotional health recently,” he says. “But it wasn’t anything where I was like, ‘I feel suicidal,’ or ‘I can’t control my emotions.’ I just needed to vent about things. I found my outlet in my sister, so I’ve been receiving support that way.”

Steven reaches out to his older sister with “everything,” he says. “It’s good to have somebody who you know for a fact cares about what you’re saying. So having someone that I’ve grown up with and is near and dear to me who can listen to me means a lot.”

Matty, like Apple, is also in a housing program with a mental health focus. He says that the program requires them to talk about mental health “to the point where its kind of annoying,” and while he finds that the sharing of mutual experiences with his friends can be comforting, he doesn’t like telling people that he is schizophrenic.

“When people find out [about your diagnosis], you can always tell a change,” he says. “It really hurts. Pity is the worst feeling that I’ve experienced since I’ve been diagnosed with what I have. I’m tired of it. And then it’s annoying when people want to help you, so they look up [your diagnosis], but they don’t even bother asking you what you’re personally going through. They just generalize you with everyone that has the same thing you have.”

Recently, however, he met someone else with schizophrenia for the first time since receiving his own diagnosis, and he says that having a peer that is going through the same thing has given him tremendous support.

“One of the most important things that our youth can do is build healthy, supportive communities. Having a strong network of caring people helps you through tough periods and allows you to celebrate the good times. For our clients, it can be particularly hard to build these relationships; they usually didn’t have good models growing up and often feel a sense of loneliness while on the streets. We feel very lucky to be a part of our clients’ lives, to be there to support them in their times of need, and to cheer them on during their moments of success and happiness.

“Before I settled down in San Francisco, I never had a lot of lasting relationships,” Apple says. “People would leave me, and I would leave them, because we were all travel kids. Now that I’ve been here a while, I know people are gonna be there. That’s really helpful in getting my goals straight and not just rebelling against everything, but actually seeing a path that is feasible. Now I have more hope for the future, and I feel like that’s a big factor in good mental health.”

Calling, and he didn’t understand why we couldn’t always do everything he wanted to do,” Shawn says. “Over time, we built a relationship, and by communicating boundaries in a supportive way, we were able to help him understand that if he calls us, he’s going to be able to get what he needs and have more options and be better supported, because we’ll know that he’s coming. Last week, he called us. For him to be able to get to a phone and call us during our office hours is incredible, and being able to celebrate that with him is a really big deal. That’s just a simple example, but it was literally like years in the making to get to that moment.”

There are many people on the streets who get judged as being beyond help, as being too crazy. This keeps them isolated, as no one takes the time to try to help them. But they can make positive changes, and they can build better lives. Supporting them takes time, patience, consistency, understanding, and a little creativity. And just about everyone appreciates and responds to that.
In July of 2008, Lynn Taslitz volunteered at ATC for the first of 34 times. She was a regular at our monthly prep nights, and was someone we could depend on at our most important events. Lynn was incredibly organized and detail-oriented, highly personable, and completely reliable. One of the many awesome things about Lynn was her passion for doing a great job; she made sure that those around her shared her passion, or faced her gentle admonishments. Her least favorite activity was to organize our clothing room, but when she was assigned the task, she did it with gusto, and one time got into a heated debate with a fellow volunteer who lacked her dedication and wouldn't do things the ATC way.

In 2010, she helped raise money for ATC by joining our Summer SunDay Hike with friend and fellow volunteer Kat Cullen. As they neared the peak of Mt. Tam, our Executive Director, Rob Gitin, had the pleasure of joining them for a while. He noticed that either Kat or Lynn always seemed to be a couple of steps ahead of the other. He realized that they had engaged in an unspoken competition to see who would reach the peak first, despite the completely uncompetitive nature of the hike. But don't be confused by her fire. Lynn was also a big softie with a huge heart who loved to laugh and smile and collected friends wherever she went. She was a cherished member of our community.

In late 2011, Lynn was diagnosed with cancer. She battled it with the same strength that she always displayed. She never wanted to know her prognosis, because as she would put it, she was either 100% or 0%, and until she died, she was 100%. She passed away in December 2012, surrounded by a family who loved her dearly.

Lynn's parents Florence and Jerry and her sister Nancy wanted to honor Lynn's memory by celebrating the huge role she played in our organization. They asked that donations be made in memory of Lynn to ATC. They organized a team of friends, family and coworkers to hike in her honor at this year's Summer SunDay Hike. And they got together a group of people who loved her to volunteer this August, which seemed like the most fitting way of all to honor her. The silver lining in Lynn's passing is that it has introduced us to the countless people who knew her and loved her, and brought us all together. We miss you Lynn, and as you can tell, you will never be forgotten.

In Memory of Lynn Taslitz

Lynn with her nieces, Alyssa and Sophia

Team Lynn Hikers

Angela Bandlow
Simrita Bedi
Nancy Daniel
Mansi Deshpande
Rosalia Mendoza
Amit Mokal
Sarah Lee
Anupma Sud
Florence Taslitz

Team Lynn Hike Donors

Anonymous (multiple)
Myrna Bauman
Simrita Bedi
Talia Braude
Shrada & Tyler Cripe
Don Dagenais
Sachin Deshpande
Anissa Deshpande
Josh Greenberg

Team Lynn Volunteers

Victoria Anderson
Heather Atkinson
Roya Azimi
Angela Bandlow
Lorna Belman
Orli Belman
Ed Berkowitz
Nancy Daniel
Gabriele Famous
Terry Gaynor
Joan Goldenberg
Jan Hor

William Jager
Todd Johns
Shivam Khullar
Cyndi Lambinio
Nancy Mao
Denise Migliardi
Aina San Pedro
Anne Titterington
Terry Rivera
Susan Schaps
Lauren Scott
Craig Shull
Katherine Tse
Florence Taslitz
Jerome Taslitz

Aimee ten Vaanholt
Lisa Walsh
Anne Wong
Belinda Wong
Ryan Young

Annual Fund Memorial Donors

Victoria Anderson
Diane & Talia Braude
Karola Doppert
Emily Farrell
Joan Goldenberg

Nadeen & Ned Green
Fredric Kutner
Jamie Lambert
Laurence Lerner
Joseph Proctor
Lauren Scott
Aleisa & Mark Spain
Nancy Daniel
University Of Wisconsin Alumni
Club Of Orange County
Karen Werner
Anne Wong

Top: Lynn Taslitz; Bottom: Kat Cullen (left) and Lynn (right) with another hiker at the 2010 Summer SunDay Hike

Team Lynn Hikers at the 2013 Summer SunDay Hike

Lynn with her nieces, Alyssa and Sophia
Annual Fund 2012 Donors, After November 2012

**PARTNER - $50,000 & Above**

Anonymous

**SCOTT & EVETTE FERGUSON**

Diane Bisgeier

Wendy Holcombe & Carl Kawaja

Mark & Kate Shaw

Dan Stone & Ellie Carmody

**PILLAR - $5,000-$9,999**

Loren & Erica Taylor

Mandy Stewart

Melissa Scoppettone

Steven Rubenstein & Bess Wohl

Laura Rosenbury

Bob Lurie

Janie Johnson

Patty Daniels

Kathryn Corro & Joseph Ansanelli

Sanjiv & Joey Chawla

Nikki Ausschnitt & Steve Krieg

Michele & Mike Sarno

Anonymous (multiple)

**PARTRIDGE IN-KIND DONORS**

San Francisco Giants

Food Runners

Arun Bhalla

Ananya Gupta

Rebecca Freedman

Maggie Morgan

James Hunt

Jamie Herre & Kate Blumberg

Gwen Neumann

Towne & Partners

Anonymous

Gordon & Jane Hoberman

Gwen Neumann

Janet Shalwitz & Burt Feuerstein

**FRIEND - $100-$249**

Tai Yu

Gwynt変

Suzanne Abel

McKennon

Ben Peterson & Wendy McNeely

Reggie & Michael Oldak

Ye Min

Tina Biddick

**FOUNDER - $1,000-$2,999**

Bella Viva

Maria Carmida

Miranda Heller

Kim Irvine

Annette Dempsky

Derek Frame

**SLUG - $250-$999**

Jackie Statum

Robert Swenson

Nick Traina

Mary Gregory

*Donations made in honor of the following:

• Jessica Standiford
• Jessica Standiford
• Rowen Sandel
*Donations made in honor of the following:

• Jessica Standiford
• Jessica Standiford
• Rowen Sandel

Donors who have supported us for at least five years.

Donors who have given in honor of a memory or another.

Our donors are extremely important to us. If you notice omissions or errors, please email robg@atthecrossroads.org

**CIGARETTE MONEY**

• Jessica Standiford
• Jessica Standiford
• Rowen Sandel

Donors who have supported us for at least three years.

Donors who have given in honor of a memory or another.

Our donors are extremely important to us. If you notice omissions or errors, please email robg@atthecrossroads.org

**GENERAL IN-KIND DONORS**

**DOORS**

Arum Bhalla

Banana Republic

BooMilk

Condom Distribution

Kenton, SFPRH

Dowels Group

Fifth Floor

Food Runners

San Francisco Giants

Hummers Anonyms

Ike’s Place

Kristina Bariste

Learn IT!

**SILK SCREEN**

Monika’s Kettle

Moore Cancer Center

Old Navy

Ren Skin Care

Rickshaw Bagworks

San Francisco Friends School

SF Department of Public Health

Social Imprints

Tinker2

Union Bank

Urban Outhoors

West 11

**SOMMERFEST**

Live Fit

Michael Mina

Mission Minis

Mission Pie

Robbie’s Cream

See’s Candies

Spruce

Woodhouse Fish Co.

**SUMMER SUNDAY IN-KIND DONORS**

7X7

Affi’s Marin Gourmet

Andmore Dine

Anna’s Daughters’ Rye Bread

Anthony’s Cookies

Bella Viva

Bi-Rite Market

Biscuit Bender

Bryan’s Market

Canyon Market

Cliff Bar

Colibry

Dandelion Chocolate

Della Fattoria

Erin Hunt

Flourish’s Local Goodness

J & K Oranges

Hamada Farms

Happy Girl Kitchen Company

Ike’s Place

Jelly Belly

Laurie’s Gelato

Merrimac Capital

Mission Minis

Rainbow Grocery

Real Food Company

Rickshaw Bagworks

Safeway

Social Imprints

The Sandwich Place

Whole Foods

Yerena Farms

You Name It Promotions

**FOUNTAIN DONORS**

Nick Freitas Foundation, $25,000

van LeibSen Sols/ RendleRock Foundation, $22,500

William G Gilmore Foundation, $20,000

Heffernan Group Foundation, $16,995

Hillman Foundation, $15,000

Jameson Family Foundation, $5,000

Louis R. Lurie Foundation, $2,500

Wells Fargo Foundation, $3,000

Morrison & Foerster Foundation, $2,500

Bill Graham Supporting Foundation, $1,000

**CORPORATE DONORS**

Movado Group, Inc., $6,000

TRMA, $4,400

San Francisco Giants, $1,238

Northern California Employee Benefit Council, $500

Gold Mountain Consulting, LLC, $500

3rd Stone Design, Inc, $500

Flax Art & Design, $100

**DISCOUNTED GIFT PROVIDERS**

San Francisco Food Bank

**DONATIONS & VOLUNTEER HOURS MATCHED BY THE FOLLOWING:**

Amgen Foundation

Avenue

Morrison & Foerster Foundation

Bill Graham Supporting Foundation

Flax Art & Design

Kapor Enterprises Inc.

Hitachi Foundation

Kapor Enterprises Inc.

McKesson Foundation

Oracle Corporation

**Bling**

Donors who have supported us for at least three years.

Donors who have given in honor of a memory or another.

Our donors are extremely important to us. If you notice omissions or errors, please email robg@atthecrossroads.org

Shout outs to our 2013 In-Kind Donors!
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Shout outs to our 2013 In-Kind Donors!
We wish there were enough space to acknowledge everyone who donated to the 2012 and 2013 I Think I Can Campaigns, Summer SunDay Hike, or Spinning Spokes.

Steven & Trish London
Avner Lapovsky
Robert Halton
Sallie & Ron Hall
CeeCee Fairley
Laura DePalatis
Melanie Chuen
Anonymous (multiple)

Support - $250-$499

Malkeet Gupta & Nithya
Lisa Feldstein & Max Drukman
Patrick Dunnigan
Ellyn & Tom Dooley
Patty Daniels
Drew Bamford
Kat Taylor & Tom Steyer
Sloan Miller
Sanjuline Chawla

Advocate - $500-$999

Kat Taylor & Tom Steyer
Sloan Miller
Boo & Peter Hess*
Anne Germanacos
Calla & Spencer Fleischer
Sanjiv & Joey Chawla

Pillar - $5,000-$9,999

Peery Family Fund
Wendy Holcombe & Carl Kawaja
Marie Bourget
Anonymous (multiple)

I Think I Can Campaign, Summer SunDay Hike, and Spinning Spokes

THANK YOU!

Annual Fund 2013 Donors, January - November 2013

I Think I Can Campaign Participants

Jessica Lewis
Jeff Lakusta
Yael Kropsky
Aerin Sizelove
Carol Wai
Lauren Sir
Greg Parulski
Sage McCotter & Randy Hulett
Kris Mulvey
Ed & Connie Knoll
Kriss Kneake & Jennifer Janichel
Jolen Linasen
Sabina Maier Smith
Margaret McCarthy
Ed Moor
Jason Menayan
Briona Ninemore
Jill & Luigi Persichetti
Rush Proctor
Ariea Renbcourt
Pam Reo
Patricia & Nicholas Revelstev
Barry Richman
Kelly Robertson
Simra Ried
Jay & Zack Ruskun
Nancy Seketek
John Steassen
Mike Strasser
Brooke Tan
Abigail Unger
Katalin Votin
Muriel Wilson
Valerie Winn
Anita & Rah Zahari

**Donations made in honor of the following:**

• Keelin & Dylan
• Irina & Alex Lapidus
• Joseph Anascanii & Kathleen Corro
• Camille Dungy
• Sandy Grant
• Mary Gregory
• Joey Hesu
• Erin Hult & Laura Hyde
• Andrew McClelland, Janet Yu, & Zara McCand-Yu
• Bonnie Puckett
• Wendy Todd

**FUNDATIONS**

Five Bridges Foundation, $50,000
May and Stanley Smith Charitable Trust, $30,000
Nick Traina Foundation, $25,000
Anita & Dan McCadden
Kelsae McDonough
Donnie McKenna
Justin McKenna
Noranr Mir
Jon Mitchell
Amrit Mokal
Noelle Moreno
Elienei Nearman & Zack
Tan & Kai Kasahed
Charles, Dana, Cora & Marlay Nelson
Thuy Nguyen
Tyler Otte
Macleay Paluch
Paul Pang
Greg Paruski
Patrick Petkevich
Laur Petry
Crystal Pham
Sarah Puls

I Think I Can Campaign, Summer SunDay Hike, and Spinning Spokes for Homeless Folks Cycling Event Donors - We Love You, Too!

We wish there were enough space to acknowledge everyone who donated to the 2012 and 2013 I Think I Can Campaigns, Summer SunDay Hike, or Spinning Spokes for Homeless Folks, but there are too many to list - 2,141 from 2012 and 1,481 from 2013. A good problem to have! Find their names immortalized at:

www.atthecrossroads.org/contributors

Thank you to all those who supported us for at least three years.

Attributions indicate donors who have given in honor or memory of another.

*Donors who have given in honor or memory of another. Our donors are extremely important to us. If you notice omissions or errors, please email robg@atthecrossroads.org

---

I Think I Can Campaign Participants

Irina Alexander
Chanel Bann
Bramwyn Biggleston
Chloé Thresa Booker
Luis Campos
Anne Cassis
Nev Chitayn
Ratika Chopra
Jana Cook
Brandon Davis
Mark Dwight
Cait Evans
Isaac Everlood
Reid Feldman
Alison Forghe
Donna Friedman
Deborah Gitin
Ilana Golin
Chelsea Martens
Roxanne Mann
Krista McManus
Miriam Saadati
Donnie Sandelov
Sharon Bregan
Maya Shag
Lauren Sir

Rachel Jacobson
Matt Kran
Yael Kropsky
Jeff Lalit
Danielle Papadis
Kristin Poeher
Sonia Rocha
A.J. Seigo
Sara Siebel
Kyle Sieben
Lauren Sir
Erin Sizelove
Violet Volt
Carol Wai
Holly Warren

Anne Adams
Chanel Bann
Liz Ambrosia
Ian Anderson
Charla Angelocia
James Anthony
Carole Bach
Angela Bandlow
Channa Bannis
Simnita Bedi
Rohit Bhalla
Itai Biederman
Annette Blum
Anna Bonner
Chris Bonomo
Katyann Bownik
Heather Brewer
RoseBroome
Vivian Brown
Mark Brozek
Carmen Brun
Tiffany Bryant
Kimberly Burton-Burleacco
Deboy Chang
Shawn Connolly
Greg Dalzell
Nancy Daniel
Lori Davenport
Leigh Davenport
Anna Davison
James deBoer
Manu Deshpande
Alisa DeWitt
Charly Donegan
Yoko Drayon
Camille Dungy & Ray Black
Uyen Duong
Drew Durham
Todd Enders
Glenn Fernandes
Hildena Franc
Sarah Fraser
Cor Frisholl
Tamarra Galanter
Paul Gallaher
Gabrielle Gardner
Allison Gimmel
Jos Greene
Catherine Harris
Mia Heiman
Naomi Irvine
Paul Johnson
Michelle Keanne
Juliana Kim
Jennifer Kincalad
Evelyn Kuo
Grace Lawrence
Morgan Leiko
Will Luo
Rishi Malhotra
Lisa Manss
Chelsea Martens
Jenifer Maiheu
Carolyn Mauze
Anne & Dan McCadden
Kelsae McDonough
Donnie McKenna
Justin McKenna
Noranr Mir
Jon Mitchell
Amrit Mokal
Noelle Moreno
Elienei Nearman & Zack
Tan & Kai Kasahed
Charles, Dana, Cora & Marlay Nelson
Thuy Nguyen
Tyler Otte
Macleay Paluch
Paul Pang
Greg Paruski
Patrick Petkevich
Laur Petry
Crystal Pham
Sarah Puls

Brooke Rawdon
Pat Reid
Jaqucelyn Reyes
Chris Rico
Erika Rigger
Lynne Rodezno
Eli Israel
Lan Ross
Marc Roth
Kristie Rudolph
Angie Summers
Miriam Saadati
Donnie Sandelov
Sharon Bregan
Maya Shag
Lauren Sir

I Think I Can Campaign Participants

Summer SunDay Hike Participants
In 2013 ...

Adam Miller swam under the Golden Gate Bridge while his wife and one-year-old daughter walked above and raised $4,484!

Beth Hampson and Pearl Monaghan planned an open mic night, bravely performing in public for the first time and raising $561!

Greg Nerpouni gave blood for each donation level reached. He raised $1,225 and gave blood four times - and counting!

Jessica Lewis dressed like Snow White in different embarrassing locations for each donation level reached and raised $1,655!

... 46 people raised $58,255!

What will you accomplish in 2014?
Sign up now at atthecrossroads.org/campaign

1 Day
1 Mountain
165 Hikers
$55,846 Raised

If you weren’t there, be sure to join us next year for our 5th Annual Summer SunDay Hike on Mt. Tam! Trust us, you don’t want to miss it.

For more information, visit atthecrossroads.org/summersunday